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NEW LIFE FOR OLD BAKEHOUSE
Heritage places can’t protect themselves. Private
and council property owners are not always keen to
have their properties listed
with Heritage Victoria or
have a heritage overlay
to work around which restricts
development or
demolition of a historic
building. The community

has to step forward and
request heritage protection through nomination to
the appropriate body. Not
every place or object has
state significance but with
a carefully crafted heritage
statement, research and
nomination, the community can achieve protection
of important sites. Many

would mistakenly assume
that places such as the arts
and crafts 1929 Emerald
Golf Clubhouse is listed with
Heritage Victoria. While anyone can nominate a place
or object to the Victorian
Heritage Register, only a
small percentage of them
will meet the Heritage
Council of Victoria's criteria.
Continued on page 3
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Old Emerald Bakehouse open during the PAVE festival as a pop-up venue – The Hive.

KINGLAKE SHARES LESSONS
February marks a significant
event in Victorians’ memories.
The Black Saturday fires were
not only catastrophic, they
also opened up a vast cavern
of lessons to be learned, many
lessons that are unfortunately repeated from previous
experiences. What have we
learned over the last ten years

and what will we do about it
in our communities as the anniversary approaches?

The research project 'LongTerm Disaster Resilience'
identifies obstacles and
pathways to individual and
community resilience in disasters 1. There is no doubt
that communities change

after these events and it is
important that other neighbouring communities learn
from
their
experiences.
Last year’s article from The
Conversation observed that
in communities recovering
from disasters, social networks matter more than bottled water and batteries 2.
Continued on page 4-5
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The Emerald Messenger is a community-led, social
enterprise covering stories about local interests, groups,
local businesses, events and commentary in a 10 kilometre
radius around Emerald, the most populated town in
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Belgrave, Gembrook, Monbulk and Upper Beaconsfield
townships. Download our rates and guidelines with booking
deadlines and technical specifications for submitting artwork.
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HERITAGE

The red-brick bakehouse was constructed in 1933 for
baker and owner Robert McLean behind an existing
bakery shop and residence (since demolished). The
scotch oven, furnace and fittings were moved to it from
the original bakehouse of 1914. It is the only known example to survive in situ in Cardinia Shire. The oven and the original extent of the building – a gable-roof baking room and
a small entry porch on the north side – are of primary
significance.

Continued from page 1

BAKEHOUSE RESTORATION
Places of local significance may be protected by listing on a
schedule to the Heritage Overlay through the Council. The
National Trust is often the first to recognise heritage significance but as a community organisation, it has no legal
power to protect any site.

The community efforts to recognise its heritage significance
in the 1990s and again in 2012 through ECH and two past
members of the Emerald Village Committee illustrates the
ongoing community attachment to the bakehouse.

Emerald Community House (ECH) has been slowly restoring
the National Trust listed Old Emerald Bakehouse for many
years. The building was in a poor state when ECH began to
use it for the PAVE Festival events years ago, having been
closed since the 70s. The building required underpinning, a
new roof, power and wiring, windows, yard maintenance, asbestos removal, wood fired oven restoration and a local heritage overlay to protect it through the local planning scheme.
The bakehouse heritage assessment and management
guidelines established a litany of necessary actions including
that the old Emerald bakehouse be afforded statutory protection by inclusion on the Cardinia Shire Heritage Overlay.

With plans and permits now in place, ECH starts the final
chapter of the resurrection of this much loved bakehouse
to be ready for operations as The Hive pop-up wine bar
in April if all goes well. With a long term lease in place with
Commonwealth Bank covering the Bakehouse, the gravel
parking lot and grassed area next to Stockdale and Leggo,
the Bakehouse will be used for exhibition space, venue hire,
meeting space, short course programs, community events
and as a local sustainable power hub. Plans for solar panels,
battery storage and a generator will add to the community
house’s collection of power/communications resources in line
with their Centre of Resilience community continuity strategy.

In response to a community nomination for a local heritage
overlay, the National Trust of Australia (Victoria) placed the
old Emerald Bakehouse on its Heritage Register in 1999 as
a place of local heritage significance. The statement of significance reads:

MARY FARROW

The Old Emerald Bakery is of local significance as a typical
small country-town bakery dating from the early twentieth
century and remaining substantially intact. It is representative of the important role played by small commercial bakeries in rural townships before the Second World War. The
surviving 'Small & Shattell' scotch oven contributes to the
significance of the bakery, and is one of the few documented ovens to survive from the pre-First World war period.

Oven in the Old Emerald Bakehouse.

Photo: Neil Creek
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RESILIENCE

3. Work together and be kind to each other

Continued from page 1

SHARING LESSONS LEARNED

•

Tracie Lund, manager of Morwell Neighbourhood House
was a vocal community advocate for people affected by
the Hazelwood Mine fire in 2014. One of the lessons she
discovered from that traumatic experience was that women can become accidental leaders in disaster events and
need to acknowledge that potential in themselves. Women
can also be limiters in the recognition of their ability to take
action, being unsure if they will be accepted. Disasters are
transformative events and preparedness for participation
reduces delays in activating our intuitive intervention. Our
Firefoxes colleagues 3 in the Kinglake Ranges were asked to
provide a few highlights of the lessons they have learned
from their Black Saturday experience and are sharing with
the Dandenong Ranges communities so that we can collectively benefit from that important knowledge.

What advice would you give in working with the government before, during and after a disaster?
Without a doubt we need to ensure that before and after an emergency, the planning and recovery is community
driven, inclusive and transparent. Communities need to be
part in any planning processes undertaken by local government in developing Municipal Emergency Management
and Recovery Plans – why produce plans in isolation of the
residents who will be/are affected? It doesn’t make sense.
During an event we need to ensure that government, emergency services and the local community work together,
share information and meet at the table as equals.
There is no denying that communities require assistance
to plan for a disaster and in recovery. Local government,
Emergency Management Victoria and local (place-based) organisations require adequate training and funding to support
strong community engagement to plan for local disasters.

We are grateful to our Firefoxes colleagues, Michelle
Dunscombe and Kate Riddell of Kinglake for providing their
experienced responses.
What are the most important lessons you have learned that
you would like to pass on to the Dandenong Ranges regarding preparing for disasters and coping with traumatic events?

After a natural disaster, aid agencies and government departments are usually the first to step in. Ironically, in their
sincere effort to help the community, many do a disservice.
Their offices are typically located far from the disaster zone
and open limited hours. Government processes are often
slow and rarely transparent. Staff change frequently with
inadequate filtering down of recently established practices.
Governments have a top-down approach meaning access
to decision makers requires an exorbitant amount of form
filling out and going through 'gatekeepers' who speak a
specialised (often inaccessible) language!

At the time of Black Saturday, we were caught underprepared, had limited communication and didn't really
know what would assist our town to recover. The bushfires
raised a large number of leadership issues. Agencies had
never responded in a combined effort of this magnitude
and complexity. There was 'behind the scenes' political manoeuvring that the public will never be privy to which had
far reaching implications in the lives of thousands of people.

Bureaucracies tend to operate in silos, limiting community
involvement in the bigger picture (e.g. public safety, parks,
recreation, human services, public health, housing, economic development, transportation, arts and culture, etc.). Each
service is associated with a different department, with its
own staff, meetings, plans and programs.

There has been huge growth in the area of emergency response and recovery since 2009, valuable lessons learnt,
research completed, necessary documentation and implementation of systems and processes and much more.
One leadership question to emerge from our experience is:
'How can we better work with communities to prepare for
and respond to disasters?''

Governments impose their own agenda which distracts the
community from its priorities. They don’t sufficiently value
the time and contributions of the individuals who do get

Here are our Top 3 Lessons:
1. Community education is critical
•

Know what emergency warnings mean

•

Conduct regular community forums with emergency services, local groups and residents to learn from each other

2. Have an emergency plan – for your household and for
your community
•

Know what your family and community are going to
do to prepare for an emergency, during the event and
what will happen during recovery

•

Know your neighbours

•

Know your community

•

Looking after your physical and mental health is so important and often something we overlook

It can be easy for us to experience anger and frustration,
which makes it so important to be respectful of each other and work collaboratively when preparing for an event.
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1. 'LongTerm Resilience in Disasters' - This research project is the
result of a partnership between Women’s Health Goulburn North
East (WHGNE), Women’s Health In the North (WHIN) and Monash
University Disaster Resilience Initiative (MUDRI). Report written by
Debra Parkinson, Alyssa Duncan and Jaspreet Kaur, © Gender and
Disaster Pod, WHGNE, Wangaratta, 2018.

involved, rendering them less likely to participate in the future. Whether it is before, during or after a disaster, there is
a tendency to 'do to' rather than 'do with'.
With these things in mind, we must ask 'How can communities be empowered to reach their participatory potential
and their voices be heard authentically, before, during and
after a disaster event'?

2. 'Recovering from disasters: Social networks matter more than bottled water and batteries' from The Conversation, 14/2/17, by Daniel
P. Aldrich, Professor of Political Science, Public Policy and Urban
Affairs and Director, Security and Resilience Program, Northeastern
University, Boston Mass., USA

Government can't address all of the needs of a community
in isolation (especially a traumatised one). Governments
are better served recognizing that their communities
have untapped resources as well as unmet needs. Design
Institute for Emergency Relief Systems (DIERS) reflects,
"Building true partnerships between government and community isn’t easy. Before they can empower the community, agencies must first cease the harm that they inflict on
the community and begin removing their own obstacles to
engagement".

3. Firefoxes Australia is a group for women, which evolved following the Black Saturday Fires of 2009, and have shared their learnings in this article with our Dandenong Ranges fire risk communities. info@firefoxes.org.au P.O. Box 310, Kinglake, Victoria, 3763

EMERGENCY PLANNING GUIDES

Local residents who understand local needs often have
more creative, holistic and appropriate solutions. By empowering and partnering with communities, Governments
not only address their own resource-based shortfalls, but
also (through partnerships) better address increasingly
complex, newly emerging social and environmental issues.

Ten years after Black Saturday, there is no reason to wait
any longer in high risk communities. A plethora of planning,
business and community continuity tool kits have been
developed in response to adverse events. In addition to
Business Victoria’s emergency planning advice, two great
examples from the Neighbourhood House sector are ‘Don’t
Panic!’ and the Whittlesea Community Emergency Plan.

What is the important role that women can and do play
in disaster events?

Neighbourhood houses as trusted networks have been partnering with government, Councils, other locally relevant agencies and organisations since 2009, representing a collaborative
approach to emergency planning and response in Victoria.

In the months after the fires, the women in our community exhibited exceptional strength and resilience, keeping
families together, supporting communities and advocating
for resources. So much good was happening and women
certainly led the way. Supporting women to step up into
leadership roles is extremely important from our local
emergency services through to local government Municipal
Emergency Management Planning Committees.

‘Don’t Panic’ is an emergency management planning kit that
can be used by other organisations in addition to neighbourhood houses and can be adapted for the profit business sector.
www.bnnc.net.au/resources/emergency-management

We formed a group called Firefoxes which aimed to encourage disaster affected women to create a ‘new normal’ and
realise their dreams. Firefoxes met regularly for meals, special
events and time away. We skied, rode horses, cooked, went to
the theatre, listened to guest speakers, ran leadership retreats,
indulged in chocolate therapy and much more. Whilst every
gathering was different, the messages around resilience, validity and connectedness were fundamentally the same. Together
we laughed, shared, supported, indulged, reflected, listened,
motivated, educated, empowered and inspired. We acknowledge and address the barriers to people, particularly women,
participating in community activities and decision making.
Minority voices are now more often heard and the community is richer for their input. In almost 10 years, we have worked
with around 6000 members of disaster affected communities
across Australia, resulting in improved mental health outcomes,
reduced isolation, increased morale and positive networks.

The Whittlesea Township and Surrounds Community
Emergency Plan stemmed from the Whittlesea Community
Recovery Committee’s (CRC) project “Building Community
Resilience” under the Whittlesea Community House supported and funded by the Foundation for Rural and
Regional Renewal (FRRR) and Emergency Management
Victoria. The Whittlesea Community Emergency Plan has
provided a local focus on emergencies and support for the
community in being prepared for any event.
www.wchi.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2015/07/
Whole-Plan-Final-Edition-1-Feb-2015.pdf
www.emv.vic.gov.au/about-us/working-as-one-stories/
neighbourhood-houses-think-big
www.business.vic.gov.au/tourism-industry-resources/
Business-Tools-and-Support/crisis-management-guide/
plan/emergency-planning

11 YEARS IN EMERALD

Other women from fire affected communities were doing
incredible things including being involved in developing a
community leadership program to support development
of community leaders to better cope with future events.
Rivers and Ranges Community Leadership was born with
a vision of “developing leadership to build resilient, connected and thriving communities.”
MARY FARROW
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FORGIVING TREE APPEAL
HELPS LOCALS IN NEED
People across the Casey
Cardinia region donated
more than $10,000 worth
of gifts and non-perishable food items to the
Casey Cardinia Libraries
(CCL) Forgiving Tree Appeal
in the lead up to Christmas.

In years past, library members were able to get their
library fines waived in return
for donated gifts and food.
However in 2018 CCL permanently removed overdue
fines, which changed the focus of this year’s campaign.
The Forgiving Tree has provided a call to action for
people wanting to pay it
forward and help people

others and we’re delighted
to be able to facilitate their
compassion through our
libraries”.
“This time of year can be difficult for many. There are a
lot of added pressures. The
Forgiving Tree encouraged
our community to step up
and contribute to a brighter
Christmas for locals in need,”
said Buckingham.

doing it tough. CCL CEO
Chris Buckingham said it
was inspiring to witness the
generosity of library members even when the waiving of overdue fines was no
longer an incentive.
The removal of overdue fines
at CCL has proved a great
success. There has been a
relatively small increase in
overdue items, but more
items are being borrowed
and there has been a marked
reduction in ‘lost items’.

CCL partnered with eight
local charities during the
six-week campaign including WAYSS, Cranbourne and
Casey North CISS, Transit
Outreach Service, Hampton
Park Community House,
Barry Plant Emerald and
Emerald Community House
to ensure the donations
were distributed to those
who needed them most.

Mr Buckingham said, “Our
members have demonstrated just how committed and
giving they are. It’s clear that
they are motivated to help

“Public libraries can contribute to stronger and
more resilient communities in so many different
ways. Libraries really do
change lives”, concluded
Buckingham.
Casey Cardinia Libraries
are a network of public
library services throughout
Melbourne’s
southeast metropolitan corridor
with
branches
located
at Cranbourne, Doveton,
Emerald, Endeavour Hills,
Hampton
Park,
Narre
Warren and Pakenham. A
weekly mobile library service
also visits sites throughout Cardinia Shire. Library
membership is free and
open to everyone.
PENNY MOLNAR

CCL Marketing Manager

ARTS & CULTURE

VCE CREATIVE SHOWCASE 2019
Burrinja Gallery is once again hosting this year’s annual
VCE Creative Showcase exhibition from February 15-18th.
Celebrating the work of local VCE art and studio arts graduates, visitors to the exhibition will have the opportunity
to engage in participatory art, learn from professionals in
masterclasses and celebrate the achievements of these
young artists from across the Yarra Ranges.
For more information visit:
www.yarraranges.vic.gov.au/vceshowcase
The exhibition opens at 6pm on Friday February 15th
MEREDITH COLE

Claire Hyett – Monbulk College studio arts graduate 2018
Photo: Meredith Cole

Chi Generation Tai Chi & Qigong
Tai Chi is a moving meditation … Qigong is energy meditation
both create stillness in thought and action
balancing Yin Yang energy in mind, body and spirit
… beginners welcome … no experience necessary …
Term 1 timetable and class details are at
www.chigeneration.com.au
Chi Generation Tai Chi

Your ﬁrst class is free … please call 0437 949 919

WUDANG SAN FENG AUSTRALIA

su@chigeneration.com.au
www.chigeneration.com.au
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Education Seminars

REFLECTING ON MIKE'S LEGACY
(1940-2019)

I first met Mike Allery about 10 years ago when he approached me at the Emerald Market about an idea for a
shed where people could come along and socialise, learn
some new skills and put existing skills to use. He was adamant at the time that he didn’t see it as a 'Men’s Shed',
rather more like a Green Shed where everyone could participate. Our conversation led to a monthly market stall at
the newly established Emerald Market. Mike would set up
in the corner near the paling fence and show off his woodworking skills, sometimes have a sausage sizzle and chew
the ear off anyone who would listen to his vision.

Slowly but surely, Mike engaged supporters and then got
the U3A on board to support his idea. When the CFA moved
into their new building on Monbulk Rd in 2010, the Emerald
Men’s Shed moved into the vacated Emerald Fire Station
on Belgrave-Gembrook Rd and this was the beginning of
the wonderful organisation we know today.

Mike Allery, painted by Anne Taylor for 'Portraits of Emerald' in 2012

:RUNLQJWRJHWKHUWRZDUGVKHDOWKLHUPLQGV
At a memorial
service for Mike at the Men’s Shed on
Saturday January 19th, Mike’s sister, Carole McCulloch,
spoke about her brother as a mentor, a motor mechanic, a
fellow teacher, a businessman, a follower of Viking teachings, a Union man, a twin, an Essendon supporter. He was
a loving, caring family man devoted to his siblings, his partner Erin, his three children and eight grandchildren.

Two members of the Men’s Shed wrote poems about his
wit, impatience, volume and kindness. A beautiful portrait
of Mike was displayed at the service. Anyone who inspired
people to write poetry and create art must surely have left
an impact on those they met. Mike certainly did that. He
was awarded Senior Citizen of the Year by Cardinia Council
in 2017, an award of which he was very proud.

an ideas factory, quick moving, quick witted and down to
earth. You knew what to expect and he wouldn’t disappoint.

Education Seminars
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Nick, Mike’s son, spoke about his father as a friend, who only
reconnected with his three adult children when Nick was 36.
Mike seemed to make up for lost time with loving and supportive relationships with his children and grandchildren.
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PERMACULTURE CHANGES LIVES
Permaculture stands for permanent agriculture and is a
design system for creating sustainable human environments. Permaculture aims to integrate resources, people
and the environment in a mutually beneficial way by reducing waste and applying holistic solutions in agriculture,
water harvesting, waste management, animal care, aquaculture, economics and community development.
Twenty five years ago Silvia and Peter Allen moved back to
the hills after working in country Victoria for a time. On their
return they created the Telopea Mountain Permaculture
demonstration farm in Monbulk. The farm had a 100 year
history of growing fruit, berries, veggies and cut flowers.
Peter completed a Permaculture Design Course (PDC) via
Kallista Community House and went about redesigning the
farm. He and Sylvia have been working for over a decade
developing the concept of the professional permaculturalist which has created the opportunity to provide training,
serious recognition and employment for both individuals
and small permaculture local businesses.
Today Telopea’s PDC is a pre-accredited course running over
147 hours. Offering additional subjects and practical skills
from the original 72 hour Permaculture Design Course first
conceived in the late 70s by Bill Mollison and David Holmgren.
Photo by Cathal Mac an Bheatha on Unsplash

Pete’s PDC has now been running for decades. Collaboration
with Emerald Community House and Learn Local have
enabled access to funding which gives participants more
affordable access to this exceptional course. Many past
students and tutors have continued on with further study
undertaking a Permaculture Diploma through Eltham
College or Riverina TAFE, where subjects studied in the
PDC are eligible for recognition of prior learning.

at the Monbulk farm and at other permaculture properties in the area. Family members are encouraged to join
the excursions so they can become familiar with materials
and ideas that can be used in the students own design.
Students will also get to meet more than twenty tutors, all
with their own area of specialisation.

So far Pete and Sylvia have handed out 628 pre-accredited
certificates to those who have completed their final design.
Over 200 students have recouped their investment on their
PDC education in their first two jobs. There are now more
than 100 graduates who are making a living from their permaculture expertise.

Feedback from previous graduates:

Once students have successfully completed their PDC they
will have the skills to design, teach and use the word ‘permaculture’ in their own permaculture business.
“I didn’t realise how many subjects we would cover and how
they are all connected. Permaculture is not just fruit & veggie
growing.”

Some students are attracted to the practise of permaculture in order to become better food gardeners, farmers,
community helpers, workers and leaders or for a career
change. This PDC program has been a finalist in the Learn
Local adult education scheme as an “outstanding pathways creation”, helping people to be more self-reliant in life,
work and retirement by growing and eating good healthy
food and reducing their reliance on financial support and
health systems.

“It wasn’t until I completed the final design project that it all
came together and I realised I needed all these subjects that
we covered.”
“I have read books and even done an online class but until you
get into a room with all the different skills from tutors and students I realised the vital parts missing in the puzzle.”
“You were right Peter, we do not see the world the same again
after the PDC, LOL.”

PDC at Emerald Community House starts on February
19th and includes learning how to make biodynamic compost. Participants in the course will have the opportunity
to visit properties where permaculture design and practice
can be experienced firsthand.

“I came to learn how to grow veggies, but came away with so
much more.”
Pete and Sylvia also offer an Advanced PDC in different subjects as well as classes on fruit tree management including
growing clean fruit organically. Certified in Biodynamics,
the farm also has over 1000 varieties of fruit trees and rare

Following the introductory class held at the Emerald
Community House hall, students will be taught onsite
8
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breed animals. In addition, Pete sometimes runs “Renovate
an Orchard” or “Design a Food Forest” courses which are
also very popular.
On completion of the PDC students are supported by
groups such as the Professional Permaculture Guild which
receives design requests regularly. This paid work can
quickly recoup the investment in PDC training.
To enrol in the next PDC, contact Emerald Community
House on 5968 3881 or email emhouse@iinet.net.au
For more information about Telopea Mountain
Permaculture Farm go to www.petethepermie.com Call
0418 665 880 or email telopeamtn@bigpond.com
MEREDITH COLE
EMPLOYMENT

Other organisations have a policy to employ people from a
pool of tried and tested volunteers or unpaid interns. This
works well for both parties who get to try staff out before
making any commitment and for the unpaid workers who
receive training and experience at the very least.
What this tells us is that the more connections we make
and the more active we are within the areas we want to
work, the more likely we are to come across opportunities.
Here are some practical ways you can access the jobs that
are not advertised:
• Always behave professionally even in a social setting –
you never know who might be a potential employer

Photo by rawpixel on Unsplash

VACANCIES NOT ADVERTISED

• This includes social media – many employers look up social media accounts to ensure the values and behaviours of
a candidate align with the company

Did you know that most job vacancies are not advertised?

• Make connections – be active within the community and
the industry you are interested in

Some sources suggest that up to 80% of all job vacancies are
not publicly advertised either online or in print. The percentage can be debated but there is no doubt that it is the majority. How many people do you know who have got a new job
through someone they know or just by being in the right place
at the right time? It may have even happened to you.

• Offer to volunteer to show what you are capable of and
how you work
• Talk to friends and family about their work and potential
opportunities within their organisations

There is good reason for this. Recruitment is a costly expense for businesses. The cost of staff turnover is estimated to be anywhere between the equivalent of 30% - 150%
of an employee’s annual salary or wage. This cost includes
advertising, online job board fees, agency fees, recruitment
systems, onboarding and re-training, administration costs,
management and recruiter wages for short listing, interviewing etc. Knowing as much as possible about a potential
candidate before making the decision to employ them increases the employer’s chance of making the right decision
and finding a candidate who fits well into the job and the
organisation. It also works well for the employee. Working
in a job that you don’t have all the skills for or whose values
you are not aligned with can be stressful and exhausting.

• Be friendly and open minded – everyone you meet could
be a potential employer. Speak to people you meet on
trains, planes, waiting rooms, cafes etc
• Directly approach organisations you’d like to work for.
Whether a position is advertised or not employers are always interested in meeting people who have a passion and
are knowledgeable about their organisation and products.
• Attend industry and networking events but don’t have the
single aim of selling yourself. Go in with the intent of learning
about others and await the chance to speak about yourself
• Re-connect with your network. Be active on LinkedIn and
look up people who might be able to connect you to others
There are thousands of jobs advertised online each year.
That means there are many more thousands that are not.
Opportunities are endless so keep your eyes and mind open.

Some companies have employee spotting schemes where
current employees can put forward people they know and
trust for vacancies. If their recommended person is employed the staff member receives an incentive payment,
which often is set up in instalments, so the longer the new
employee stays the more the spotter receives.

NON BLAIR

Non Blair has had a career in Human Resources and currently works
for an Organisational Development consultancy. She conducts local
employment workshops and offers resume writing services.
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GARDENING

KEEPING IT COOL!
TIPS FOR SUMMER GARDENING

Summer vegetable gardening can be very rewarding with
a profusion of colour and bountiful harvests but it can also
pose a few challenges in our hot Australian climate. Regular
watering is vital but in some cases it may be important to
protect plants and soil from extreme heat. Here are some
of the things we can do to help our veggie gardens thrive
over the summer months.
‘Mulch! Mulch! Mulch!’ is the gardeners’ Summer creed.
Mulching your garden beds protects and regulates soil
temperature and reduces evaporation, keeping that much
needed moisture in the ground. Lucerne or pea straw are
great mulching materials commonly used for veggie gardens and wood chips or tan bark work well in native or
ornamental gardens.
However, according to the CFA there’s a downside to using organic mulch like straw in the summer months. Using
dry mulch can increase the risk from ember attack during
bushfire season. An alternative to these traditional mulching materials is living mulch. Living mulch is basically any
low growing plant that can be used to cover an area of soil.
Living mulch can also add nutrients, improve soil porosity,
reduce weeds and prevent soil erosion. Some good varieties
to consider might be woolly thyme or creeping red fescue.
Not only are they both attractive as a living carpet but they
enhance the soil. Thyme also helps protect other plants
from certain types of insect predators.

Photo: Markus Spiske on Unsplash

keeping moisture in the soil but the bees will love them too.
Flowering plants such as calendula and nasturtium are
great examples and they’re edible so you can add them to
your salads for a fresh and colourful summer feast.
Two of the most popular native plants suitable for living
mulches are creeping boobialla (Myoporum parvifolium)
which grows incredibly close to the ground, and creeping
saltbush (Rhagodia spinescens) which is a bush tucker
plant as well. Both the boobialla and the creeping saltbush
are beautiful and vigorous plants.

The most common types of living mulch for vegetable gardens are nitrogen fixers and they help break up the soil
too. Living mulch helps keep weeds down and is an attractive way to fill in landscape gaps while minimising moisture
loss from the soil. Living mulch also provides a food source
and habitat for birds and insects. Many Australian native
ground covers are perfect as living mulch and many have
fire retardant qualities to boot. Australian natives are also
generally quite hardy, requiring very little water.

The Summer sun can be harsh on our veggie gardens so in
addition to living mulch ground cover it might be worth investing in some shade cloth to protect plants from over exposure. Different plants require different amounts of light
and heat. Shade cloth will protect plants from the summer
heat and can allow you to tailor the amount of light each
plant receives. Shade cloth comes in a variety of styles, colours and thicknesses so you can choose what works best in
your garden.

Red clover (Trifolium pratense) is a visually pleasing option
and can be dug back in as a green manure at the end of its
growth cycle. As a legume, red clover fixes nitrogen in the
soil which will benefit your veggie crop. The roots are also
great for improving soil porosity and helping to hold topsoil
against erosion.

Of course keeping your garden well-watered at this time
of year is vital but it can be a challenge, particularly if you
go away for a few days. However with shade cloth and
living mulch your plants have a much better chance of
thriving despite the sometimes extreme temperatures the
Australian summer experiences.

Other living mulch ground cover options in Victoria include
Australian Harebell (Isotoma), a native ground cover that
grows in a thick dense mat and produces purple flowers
and Vetch (Vicia sativa), another popular choice which is
also a nitrogen-fixing ground cover.

What to plant in February
PLANT: Seedlings of broccoli, Brussels sprouts, winter cabbage, kale, cauliflower, celery, leek, lettuce, silverbeet and
spring onion.

Comfrey (Symphytum) with its deep tap root is helpful in stabilising anything planted on a slope. The leaves of comfrey hold
nutrients and can be cut and placed under fruit trees where
they release minerals into the top layers of the soil.

SOW: seeds for broccoli, carrot, cabbage, cauliflower, late
Brussels sprouts, leek, turnip, late swede, beetroot, Chinese
brassicas, parsnip and silverbeet.

Best of all is a mixed floral living mulch system. Not only
are flowering ground cover plants attractive and great for

MEREDITH COLE
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FINLAND COMES TO EMERALD

activities. To assist the transition to the HEI Schools model
a Finnish mentor-teacher and pedagogical director have already begun training our team of educators.

FINNISH EDUCATION BASED EARLY LEARNING CENTRE

HEI Schools are committed to building an international
community of teachers, children and families around the
world and to facilitate learning from other cultures and
languages. In addition to Emerald there are HEI Schools
operating in Helsinki, Finland, Baotou and Guangzhou in
China. New HEI Schools in Argentina, South Korea, Kuwait,
Saudi Arabia, Shanghai, Chengdu and Beijing will be opening during 2019-2020.

Jolly Jumbuck’s Child Care Centre in Emerald will be the first
in Australia to open a HEI Schools Early Learning Centre,
commencing in February 2019. Helsinki International Schools
(HEI) is a research based early learning model co-founded
by the University of Helsinki in conjunction with experienced
educational and design experts. Our newly renovated centre
will be able to accommodate up to 60 children.
The HEI Schools system is based on the Finnish education
curriculum where playful learning, sustainable living, outdoor activities, freedom to explore, curiosity and creativity
are key elements in the education process. The HEI Schools
model encourages collaboration with families in providing
quality early learning.

HEI Schools Emerald welcomes all families to attend the
grand opening on February 22nd 2019 and to come and
see the renovated, Scandinavian style premises. The early
learning center is offering long day care, vacation care, before and after school care and funded preschool.
For more information about HEI Schools visit the website www.heischools.com. To contact Jolly Jumbucks HEI
Schools in Emerald, please phone 5968 5820

Numerous studies show that children who learn through play
based and inquiry led activities have increased academic success later in life. HEI Schools’ methods are based on the latest
research in education and pedagogy and have been rigorously
tested in preschools and early learning centers across Finland.

SIRPA TURVES-MANKILA

Sirpa is the Curriculum Director at
HEI Schools Emerald Early Learning Center

The HEI Way means that learning happens everywhere, all
of the time. Educators identify and encourage children´s
strengths, interests and goals. Our creative learning environment is designed to support the HEI curriculum and daily
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HEI SCHOOLS
EMERALD
Early Learning Centre

Long Day Care • Funded Kindergarten Program
Before and After School Care • Vacation Care
Enrollment has started. Call to arrange a tour!
Grand Opening on 22.2.2019

BRINGING UP
CHILDREN WHO WILL
CHANGE THE WORLD.

www.heischools.com
Search for us on Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/
HEI-Schools-Emerald-1206899532794347/

(03)59685820
267 Belgrave-Gembrook Rd,
Emerald VIC 3782
heimelbourne@outlook.com
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DEER: PAST, PRESENT AND
POSSIBLE FUTURE
Feral deer numbers are increasing rapidly throughout
Victoria and around Australia. The Dandenongs are no exception. To some it is a problem, but what problem? They’re
beautiful, shy, sweet little creatures grazing innocently at
the bottom of someone else’s paddock. Some even think
they are native. To others it’s a case of another row of fruit
trees ringbarked, more fences damaged, paddocks eaten,
an insurance claim on a car written off, having to replant
garden beds or losing the veggie garden. We do have a deer
problem and they are gradually destroying our environment, encroaching on and damaging farms, private property and becoming a dangerous nuisance on our roads.
It is true that deer mean no harm. They are not here by
choice but they are not native. The amount of damage they
are doing to our local ecosystem is considerable. From the
destruction of the shrubs and lower canopy (needed for
protection and nesting of small birds), to the ringbarking
and death of taller trees by rutting males (loss of food for
gliders, future nesting sites and canopy protection preventing weed overgrowth), to creation of bogs from their wallowing (destroying moist habitat for frogs) and damage to
river banks and muddying the waters of local creeks (affecting river crustaceans, water rats and platypuses.) It is

Cardinia Deer Management Coalition - www.cardiniadeer.com

not their intention to do this harm but it is simply what
happens when an animal such as a deer comes into a habitat which has not evolved defences for this type of assault.
Why are they here and where did they come from? The original importation of deer was in 1861 by the new colonies’
Acclimatization Society, about whom it has been written
that “there was never a body of men so foolishly, so vigorously and so disastrously wrong”. At the time and in the
ensuing years they imported European carp, sambar deer,
starlings, sparrows, rabbits, foxes, blackbirds, blackberries,
thistles, etc. It was founded by Edward Wilson whose motto
was “if it lives, we want it.” We can thank our lucky stars
they didn’t import lions and tigers.

Friendly and welcoming
family business
Owners Ken & Helen
Hunt have been at
Monbulk Jewellers
since 1994, assisting
and providing quality
services for the
local communtiy and
surrounds.

Quality Onsite Repairs
& Restoration

Numbers of deer stayed relatively low until the commercial
rise and collapse of deer farms between the 1970s and 1990s,
when many deer either escaped or were deliberately released
as many farms went broke. This period also coincided with an
increase in hunters deliberately and illegally releasing them
into “deer free” areas (especially Fallow, Red and Chital species). Together these activities are considered responsible for
over 90% of current deer populations in Australia.
Deer are now recognised by the Invasive Species Council
as “probably Australia’s worst emerging pest problem.”
In our area, the two main species are sambar and fallow.
Anecdotally the numbers in the past decade have skyrocketed and it is thought they are still nowhere near the potential maximum numbers. This means the problem is likely
to get much worse.

Australian Argyle Pink
Diamonds

Quality Onsite Repairs & Restoration.

So how do we address the issue of feral deer in a populated
Australian landscape? The answer at this stage seems to
be that no-one really knows. It is generally recognised that
shooting by well qualified hunters is the most humane way
of killing deer in the wild. For some in the community, that
is not humane enough. It may be that trapping and translocating could be a solution or applying biological controls.
New research into DNA control is also a possibility, or a
combination of methods may be required.

New jewellery designed and made.
Diamond and gemstone specialists.
Engagement Rings

New jewellery designed and made • Engagement Rings
• Diamond and gemstone specialists
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In August last year a well-attended community meeting
was held in Upper Beaconsfield, with attendees coming
from many local communities within the Cardinia Creek
catchment and other outlying areas. The purpose of the
meeting was to gauge the level of concern local land owners have for the escalating deer problem. The response
was huge, more than filling the venue and there was an
overwhelming desire in the community for action. As a
result, a group was formed and called the Cardinia Deer
Management Coalition with a mission to “Connect community to preserve Cardinia catchment biodiversity through
humane deer reduction.”

Deer in our environment and community are already a serious issue. The laws surrounding controlling deer are complex and the solutions to the problem, though evolving, are
currently few. The Cardinia Deer Management Coalition are
holding a community meeting in Emerald to inform residents
of the current state of affairs, to give residents a forum to
ask questions and raise concerns and to discuss the way forward. There will be a number of guest speakers representing
various interest groups opening the meeting followed by a
Q and A and Open Forum. All members of the community
concerned about this issue are encouraged to attend.
Community Meeting - Deer and Our Environment

In October last year the state government released their
draft Deer Management Strategy for public comment. This
document has received heavy criticism from many as being
more interested in protecting the interests of hunters rather
than in its stated intent of controlling feral deer, despite admitting they are a serious concern. Perhaps the most contentious issue was the failure of the strategy to recommend
changing the classification of deer from that of ‘protected
species’ to that of ‘pest animal’.

7:30pm Wednesday February 13th
Emerald Community House Hall
If you would like to know more about the Cardinia
Deer Management Coalition, please contact us on:
cardiniadeer@outlook.com
MIKE HALL

Cardinia Deer Management Coalition

Automotive service & repairs
4WD –CARS –PETROL –DIESEL
5968 6031
297 Belgrave-Gembrook Road, Emerald

Phone: 0422 203 355
Facebook: /DTMLandworks
DTMLandworks@bigpond.com

Services available
 Land clearing
 Forestry mulching
of undergrowth
and trees up to 12
inches in diameter
 Clearing vineyards
/ fruit orchards
 Stump grinding
 Minor earthworks
 Site clean up
 Tipper hire

CALL NOW
FOR A
FREE
QUOTE!

We are a new local business dedicated to land
clearing, forestry mulching and vegetation
management. We specialise in reducing
undergrowth in bushfire prone areas and creating
fire breaks / tracks, reclaiming overgrown and
unusable land, clearing properties, fence lines,
vineyards / fruit orchards & stump grinding.
When you employ our forestry mulching services to your
land it is 100% recyclable which eliminates any removal or
burning off of materials and is better for the environment
by returning the nutrients back into the soil. Our service is
highly productive as it is less labor intensive and more
time efficient, which means lower costs.
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CODING WITH SCRATCH

We are excited to be running Code Club this year at Emerald
Library on Mondays from 4.15 to 5.30pm each week.
Scratch introduces children to a visual programming language
in a fun, colourful and interactive way. There is no memorising complicated code sequences. Rather, the children create
games and videos by putting together simple block puzzle
pieces. The benefits of learning code are numerous:
Life Skills
Learning to code and to think like a programmer will set our
children up to succeed in their future workplaces. Learning
Scratch is an amazing way for children to start developing
important skills such as algorithmic logic, problem solving
and computational thinking.

Code Club Australia have further details online at www.codeclubau.org

Later they can join the Scratch online community of makers
and creators where they can share projects, receive feedback and troubleshoot problems with a global audience.

Creativity

Fun

Problem solving and creative thinking are extremely important when coding. Once kids have mastered the basics of
Scratch they can create elaborate games or videos, limited
only by their imaginations.

Code Club is free and fun! It can be light hearted and silly, a
social experience as well as a learning one.
Book via ccl.vic.gov.au/events or call the library on 5949 4600.

Teamwork

JESSICA NICHOLS

During Code Club at the library participants work together
on projects and are encouraged to ask each other for help.

Team Leader Emerald Library

Direct Radiology Yarra Ranges
Proudly Independent, Proudly Supporting Your Community

Bulk Billing

*






Brand New Purpose Built Practice with Latest Equipment
X-Ray, General, Vascular and Interventional Ultrasound
Women’s/Obstetric and Musculoskeletal Ultrasound
Centrally located for ease of access for all Yarra Ranges Residents

Bookings (03) 9756 7605
66 Main Road Monbulk VIC 3793
www.directradiology.com.au

Hours Monday – Friday 8:30am – 5:00pm
*Direct Radiology Bulk Bill all patients for X-ray and most Ultrasounds. (Patients must have a valid Medicare Card)

All Referrals Accepted
MORE ARTICLES CONTINUE ON PAGE 28
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Program Guide
Term 1

All Welcome
please come in
& say hello

ECH PROGRAM

(January 29th - April 5th 2019

Semester 1

Office open
Monday - Friday
9am - 4pm
(During School Terms)

Short course programs, children’s
programs, local events, venue hire,
activities & community projects

Supporting Local Community
Enterprise Zone:
Strengthening new opportunities
for local business development,
training pathways, volunteering
and pathways to employment

10am-4pm, April 7th
www.funfest.org.au

April 7-14th
www.pave.org.au

Our Vision is to be a place where connections are made and opportunities are realised.
Our Mission is to consistently meet the needs of the community by providing
quality community development activities, programs and services.

Emerald Community House Inc.

356 - 358 Belgrave-Gembrook Rd, Emerald VIC 3782
Telephone: 03 5968 3881 Email: emhouse@iinet.net.au
www.emeraldcommunityhouse.org.au
‘Find us’ on Facebook - www.facebook.com/emeraldcommunityhouse
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Membership, Course Enrolment Details & Conditions
Membership Fees
$10 for individuals and $15 for families applies to all users accessing any of the services/programs at
Emerald Community House (ECH). The membership fee is an annual fee from January to December and
goes towards House facilities and maintenance, community grant support, insurance, free community wifi
and other house expenses. Further details www.emeraldcommunityhouse.org.au

ECH PROGRAM

Course Enrolment
Enrolment/membership forms are available at the office or online www.emeraldcommunityhouse.org.au.
Course cancellations may occur if minimum class numbers aren’t achieved. Terms/Conditions are also
online. NOTE: Course times and activity details are correct as at time of printing, but may be subject to
change at the discretion of management.

Dig In Community Cafe
The Dig In Community Café is an ECH initiative to promote community
volunteering, job skills and connections. ECH practises community dining
as an exercise in preparedness and community engagement. Run by
community volunteers under the House Manager, The Dig In Community
Café provides a range of volunteer opportunities including menu planning,
food preparation, cooking, venue setting, set-up, pack up and dishwashing.
Donations are kindly accepted to keep the café going.
Volunteers and diners all enjoy a fun night and it’s a great outlet to make
new friends and eat together around the community table. This takes place
on the last Friday of every month, unless otherwise posted. Other
community groups are encouraged to get involved and run a Dig In
Community dining event of their own.
Volunteers and food donations always welcome!
Thank you to all of our Dig In Community Café regular sponsors (Emerald Woolworths,
Emerald Bakery & Cockatoo Bakery) and our wonderful team of volunteers!
Dates: Friday February 22nd & March 29th
Venue: ECH Hall
Time:
6-8pm

The Dig in Community Café is one of a collection of programs recognised by Monash/EMV Resilience
Compendium in Victoria and EMV’s Community Resilience Framework
Dandenong Ranges Repair Café — Free Workshop
Come along to the next session on Sunday February 17th between 12-2pm
at Emerald Community House during the Market and meet others interested in
promoting sustainability projects.
Find out more about the International Repair Café movement at www.repaircafe.org
Bring any broken items to be repaired by volunteers, including small household appliances,
clothes, bikes, jewellery, bags and small pieces of furniture. Items need to be easily handled
and transported by you. Further details for the session will be promoted online.
Supported by volunteers, Emerald Community House and the Upwey Township Group Tool Library, this
project is looking for more people with practical skills to help at sessions throughout townships in the hills.
Enquire via the website below to get involved and support the reduction of waste, learn new skills and
meet wonderful people sharing their knowledge and encouraging others to repair rather than replace.
www.dandenongrangesrepaircafe.community

facebook.com/dandenongrangesrepaircafe

Page 2
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Health & Wellbeing
QiGong for Health & Healing
Course Code QG

With Maxine Gardner

QIGONG, (chi gong), from which Tai Chi originated, uses the same principles of combining breath-work,
movement and stillness to improve the quality of life on all levels. The purpose of these ancient exercises
is to seek stillness (relaxation) in movement (chaos). Bringing these aspects into balance will help to
provide participants with practical tools for coping with the daily stresses of everyday life. QiGong can
improve flexibility, balance, and coordination. It can be beneficial for with arthritis, recovering from surgery
or illness. Or it can simply help those who wish to enjoy the practice of a beautiful and gentle way of being,
contributing to their health at the same time. Please bring water & a blanket.

ECH PROGRAM
Thursday January 31st - March 7th (6 weeks)
7pm - 8:30pm, ECH Hall
$99 (inc GST)
Casual class fee $22 (inc GST)

Dates:
Time & Venue:
Course Fee:

Wellbeing Program
Course Code WP

With Karen Jinnette & Dianne Edwards

This free, popular and innovative wellbeing program provides a diverse and fun environment for people to
engage in various physical and intellectual activities that can improve quality of health and wellbeing. The
program takes place in an environment that includes carers to develop friendships, receive support from
the group and develops a network with a variety of people and age groups.
We offer a range of structured fun activities to improve general wellbeing directed at people over 50.
There is a focus on providing people with an opportunity to get together for social gatherings, informal
discussions as well as providing valuable information. Carers who support loved ones, must attend
together and are welcome.Our program is coordinated by volunteers & currently funded by ECH.
Dates:
Time & Venue:

Tuesday January 29th - April 2nd (10 weeks)
9:30am - 11:30am, Emerald RSL
FREE

Infant Massage
Course Code IM

With Carol McCoy

Learn the correct techniques from Carol McCoy a certified professional trainer (IMIS). Massage can help
your child settle, sleep better, reduce crying and relieve problems such as wind, colic, constipation, reflux
and eczema. It increase baby's brain development and enhances bonding. It can also help reduce post
natal depression.
Dates:
Time & Venue:
Course Fee:

Wednesday February 13th - March 6th ( 4 weeks)
2pm - 3pm, ECH Hall
$140

Workplace Skills
Developing your Skills for the Workplace
Course Code DYSW

With Sharyn Thomas & Christina Sutton

Ideal for those with special needs, participants will learn a variety of natural and environmental crafts that
interest them such as making soaps, recycled paper and cards and how to present them for sale.
Students will run their own market stall at the Emerald Market to sell their creative works and gain
confidence within a community environment. The money raised goes back into the group and community
by funding for activities for special needs groups. We have two groups running.
Dates:
Time & Venue:
Course Fee:

Tuesday January 29th - April 2nd (10 weeks)
10am - 12pm, ECH Hall Kitchen
$80 (including materials and amenities fees)

Page 3
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Garden & Environment
All About Espaliers

Course Code AAE

With Peter Allen

Learn how to select the right trees to use, what espalier shapes to use for which species, creating and
maintaining them. Prune for fruit or new growth, depending on when you do it, reduce workload by 90%.
Please bring lunch to share.

ECH PROGRAM

Date:
Sunday February10th (1 session)
Time & Venue: 10am - 4pm, Telopea Mountain Permaculture,
134 Invermay Road, Monbulk
Course Fee:
$104.50 (inc GST)

BD Compost For Fruit Trees

Course Code CFF

With Peter Allen

We will build a heap ready for winter and recipes to suit different species of fruit and nut trees vs
vegetable. Please bring lunch to share.
Dates:
Sunday March 10th (1 session)
Time & Venue: 10am - 4pm, Telopea Mountain Permaculture, 134 Invermay Road, Monbulk
Course Fee:
$137.50 (inc GST)

Permaculture Design Course
Course Code PDC

With Peter Allen

This 147 hr Permaculture Design Course (PDC) will suit many levels including those wishing to design
their own property, going on to seek employment, or planning to continue with other accredited courses.
This is a real chance to learn and gain 2 certificates in this 16 wk course (21 sessions). Numerous tutors
will cover concepts of a full permaculture design including, zones, sectors and the ethics and principles of
permaculture. At the conclusion of this course participants will complete and present a design to the class
to complete this certificate course.
Dates:
Sessions start Tuesday February 19th
Time & Venue: 9am - 4.30pm (1st session only at ECH Hall)
Continues at Telopea Mountain Permaculture, 134 Invermay Road, Monbulk
Course Fee:
$650
Upcoming Market Dates

Variety of Stalls

Sun January 20th
Sun February 17th
Sun March 17th
(No April Market due to Easter)
Sun May 19th
Sun June 16th

Clothing & Jewellery
Community Groups
Drinks / Food
Fresh Produce
Gifts & Handcrafts
Health
Soy candles & more

Funds raised from market stall fees support the
Emerald Community House not-for profit continue
running events, programs & community
development projects

Page 4
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Literacy & Numeracy
Literacy for Adults with a Disability
Course Code ALFA

With Dianne Edwards

This course is geared for those who will benefit from basic numeracy and literacy skills in a small friendly
group environment. Using fun and interactive methods, students will also increase their confidence and
abilities to work in a group.

ECH PROGRAM

Dates:
Time & Venue:
Course Fee:

Monday February 4th - April 1st (8 weeks) No class March 11th
9:30am - 11:30am, ECH Hall
$80

Everyday Literacy through Cooking
Course Code ALTC

With Sharyn Thomas

Participants will learn literacy, numeracy and food handling skills through practical cooking demonstrations
and preparing their own recipes, incorporating the 5 food groups. Ideal for those with special needs,
participants will learn the fundamentals of food safety and handling including use and sanitising of
equipment, preparation and storage of ingredients and storage of food types including dairy, dry goods,
fruit and vegetables, meat, seafood and poultry.
Hygiene procedures, identifying and preventing high risks and handling of waste items will be covered to
provide safe practices and increase work place skills. Participants will also make up their own recipe
book, using their literacy and numeracy skills while they learn how to prepare and cook a meal to take
home and share.
Dates:
Time & Venue:

Monday February 4th - April 1st (8 weeks) No class March 11th
12:30pm - 2:30pm, ECH Hall & Kitchen

Dates:
Time & Venue:

Tuesday January 29th - April 2nd (10 weeks)
1pm - 3pm, ECH Hall & Kitchen

Course Fee:
Materials:

$80 each term, including materials & amenities fees
Special dietary needs - add $20

Travel & Tourism
Introduction to Working in the Wine Industry
Course Code IWW
With Janette Connell
Interested in the wine making, varietals and what grows in our area? With the Yarra Valley right next door,
you can look into working close to home with a commute through one of the most beautiful areas in
Victoria. Why not combine with Intro to Travel and Tourism? An ideal starter course if you are seeking
employment in a wine tasting venue, hospitality industry or pursue a career or further study in viticulture.
Enquiry:
Course Fee:

Email emhouse@iinet.net.au for the start date
$120

Introduction to Travel and Tourism
Course Code ITT
With Janette Connell
Ever thought of combining your love of travel into a career? What is involved? Can you work from home?
What are the options? Explore the tourism industry and identify what skills are required whether you want
to pursue a career or manage boutique travel interests like tours, group travel or develop a local tourism
business of your own.
Enquiry:
Course Fee:

Email emhouse@iinet.net.au for the start date
$120

Page 5
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Literary Arts
Developing your Writing Skills

Course Code DYWS

With Maria Millers

Would you like to develop your writing skills further, become an author, a literary critic or write moving
editorials? In this course, while exploring different literary works and sharing your creative writing, you will
be introduced to a range of creative writing techniques that will help to develop your own personal writing
skills. This is a supportive atmosphere headed by a skilled teacher with some students already published
or going on to be successful authors. You can too, starting with this course.

ECH PROGRAM

Dates:
Time & Venue:
Course Fee:

Friday February 8th - March 29th (8 weeks)
12:30pm - 3pm, ECH Hall
$50 (including material & amenities fees)

Book Writers’ Workshop
Course Code WW

With Heather Ellis

Ever wanted to write that book? Make a start? This course will take you through the steps of writing a
book, promoting it, getting it published and finding out about attending literary festivals and events around
the world. Of special interest is the memoir - a historical account or biography from personal knowledge.
Heather Ellis, author of the acclaimed memoir, “Ubuntu”, will take you down your memory lane and help
you to collect your thoughts and get them organised. This course will run for two semesters to allow
enough time to finish your book hopefully by the end of the year.
Dates:
Time & Venue:
Course Fees:

Wednesday January 30th, February 13th & 27th, March 13th & 27th, (5 sessions)
7pm - 9pm, ECH Front Room
$80 (including materials & amenities fees)

Sustainability
Introduction to Sustainable Design Practices
Course Code ISDP
With Adam Byron-Thomsen
Three main areas behind sustainable design will be investigated and their intersections explored: the
environmental, economic and social. Designing for a sustainable future incorporates many possibilities,
from large scale built environments and developments, to retrofitting of current structures; garden design,
food growing and distribution; development and participation in community groups; local small scale
economies & trade; individual energy sufficiency to promotion of broader buy in to green power networks;
there is an exciting range of entry and exit points! Explore, envision and design for a sustainable future!
Dates:
Email emhouse@iinet.net.au for the start date
Time & Venue: 7 - 9pm, ECH Front Room
Course Fee:
$80

Information Technology
Computers (Day Sessions)

Course Code CD

Learn all about the ins and outs of your computer in a supportive environment. Work at your own pace,
guided by the tutor to help you learn what you need to know and are interested in such as simple
documents, email and communicating through the internet. As your confidence grows learn about
spreadsheets, inserting pictures or creating data bases. Participants can choose from Microsoft Windows
operating system and Microsoft Office Suite (including Word, PowerPoint, Excel) and more.7
Dates:
Time & Venue:
Course Fee:

Wednesday February 6th - March 27th (8 weeks)
12:30pm - 3pm, ECH Hall
$70 (including material & amenities fees)

Page 6
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Workplace Skills
Hospitality Work Ready Training * (Course Code HT)
The Hospitality Work Ready Training is an accredited Work Skills program conducted over
one day. It is aimed at providing participants the skills to be Work Ready to gain employment
in the hospitality industry. During this hands on course participants will prepare a variety of dishes. Learn
the fundamental skills to build your knowledge of the industry. Experience an insight into the professional
operation of a commercial kitchen. Develop skills required to work in the ever expanding hospitality sector.

ECH PROGRAM

Skills covered in practical training & upon completion of workbook participants will achieve;
SITXFSA001 Use hygienic practices for food safety
SITHFAB002 Responsible service of alcohol

Date:
Time & Venue:
Course Fee:

Email emhouse@iinet.net.au for the start date
9am - 4pm, ECH Hall
$75

* Please note: Individuals cannot be enrolled if they are currently studying as secondary students due to extra conditions for
eligibility of participants for the Hospitality Training course. Please discuss any queries with the ECH Coordinator to confirm.

Provide CPR (Course Code HLTAID001)
Covering both the knowledge requirements and practical skills required to perform CPR on an
infant / adult, the use of an AED, and the requirements for providing an incident/injury report.
Date:
Time & Venue:
Course Fee:

Saturday February 16th (1 session)
9.30am - 11.30am, ECH Hall
$70 per person (All prices include ECH admin fees)

Provide First Aid - Includes CPR (Course Code HLTAID003 - Blended Delivery)
The ability to deliver first aid can often mean the difference between life and death. Practical
competencies in class, includes theory and assessments to be completed at home first.
Date:
Time & Venue:
Course Fee:

Saturday February 16th (1 session)
9.30am - 1.30pm, ECH Hall
$140 per person (All prices include ECH admin fees)

Opportunities to Become a Tutor
Is there a course that you would like to run and have skills or experience in a particular subject?
We are always looking for local people who have a skill or experience which could translate into an adult
education course, workshop or community enterprise. See details on our website for course ideas.
Volunteers needed at ECH for Tuesday class; Developing your Skills for the Workplace
Enquiries:

emhouse@iinet.net.au or 5968 3881

April 7-14th
www.pave.org.au

Page 7
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10am-4pm
April 7th
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Children’s Programs
Occasional Childcare

Emerald Community House is a registered licensed childcare provider operating an affordable community
based program. Occasional childcare is available on Monday, Tuesday (3 yr old +), Wednesday & Friday.
Sessions for 12mths - 5 year olds (Monday, Wednesday, Friday)
9:30am - 2:30pm
$40 per child

ECH PROGRAM
‘Kidzplay’ - 3 year old & over (Tuesdays)
9:30am - 2:30pm
$45 per child

Includes Spanish session run by Pilar Nesvara from ‘Global Kids’ which strengthens children’s
reading, writing and mathematic development and through diverse cultural experiences. Inspires
imagination, compassion, empathy and builds a sense of belonging.
NEW Casual rate:
$10 per hour, per child (minimum 2hrs)

Our play & learning program offers lots of
fun, love and social activities. Special
experiences are provided each day, taking
into account the children’s natural interests,
and designed to promote their social,
physical,
intellectual,
language
and
emotional development.

‘Bean Sprouts’ Playgroup

Facilitator: Adam Byron-Thomsen
Our facilitated playgroup is turning green with a focus on sustainable practices and naturally fun activities.
Sourcing recycled materials, feeding the worm farm, recycled paper mache fun, planting and playing in
edible garden spaces and making craft from natural materials teaches kids about our environment from
the start. This playgroup is the perfect introduction to our suite of childcare programs. Small children
practice the fine art of getting along with others & trying new ways to play.
A regular playgroup can be great for mums, dads, grandparents and caregivers too, especially if they are
new to the community and want to meet other parents with children.
Call to secure a place and join in having fun with your little ones as they explore the world.
Dates:
Time & Venue:
Term Fee:

Thursday January 31st - April 4th (10 weeks)
9:30am - 11:30am, ECH Child Care
$65

Out-of-School Hours (OOSH) care
Emerald Community House is a registered licensed childcare provider operating OOSH program for each
weekday and supervises travel between Emerald Primary School to ECH. The program is self-funded by
ECH as a community enterprise.
A substantial and nutritious breakfast and afternoon tea is provided within the cost of the program. Fun
activities include arts & crafts, books, board games, outdoor activities, games and lots more. Laptop
computers and internet access are also available to use for homework .
Note: Extended operating times
Morning - 6:30am - 9am
Afternoon - 3:30pm - 6:30pm

$18 per child
$20 per child

Page 8
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BUSINESS WORKSHOPS

Building business recovery readiness
post a major disaster
Facilitated by EEPG, Emerald CFA & Emerald SES

The Emerald Emergency Planning Group exists to
plan recovery programs post a major disaster
happening in the Eastern Dandenong Ranges. The
workshop is to help you input information and
ideas that will lead to the development of a
recovery plan for business in this region.
It will determine what resources will be required,
style of operations and locations to support all
business types. If you operate a retail,
professional, trade, home or tourism business we
encourage you to attend.

DATA TO DRIVE ENERGY CHOICES
Dandenong Ranges Renewable Energy Association present
an 'SBS Insight-style' presentation on the topic of Energy
Monitoring and Energy Management systems.
When/where? Monday February 11th, 7.30 pm, Emerald Library.
A variety of locals who work with Energy Monitoring and
Energy Management systems will share their experiences and
knowledge of their pros and cons and how they can help save
energy. The evening will commence with an interesting display
of solar lights from sunsharesolar.com.au

DAY WORKSHOP

Tuesday February 26, 9am-11am
Emerald Scout Hall
21 Kilvington Dve, Emerald

EVENING WORKSHOP

Tuesday February 26, 7pm-9pm
StMarks ECHO
1-3 Church St, Emerald

PETER COOK

RSVP: ask@edra.org.au
Lynne Trensky 0419 584 498

DRREA President

LEAVE
EARLY
The reasons are
black and white

There’s no questioning the facts. Bushfires can start quickly and threaten lives within minutes.
When it comes to fire, what you need to do is black and white. Check Fire Danger Ratings in
your district daily, and monitor conditions.
Most bushfire deaths happen close to home, so on high-risk fire days,
leaving early, before a fire starts, is always the safest option.

emergency.vic.gov.au

Authorised by the Victorian Government,
1 Treasury Place, Melbourne

Download the VicEmergency app
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ARE YOU TAKING CARE OF YOURSELF?
Self-care is a non-negotiable practice and absolutely necessary to create and maintain a healthy balance, reduce
stress and enhance well-being. Self-care is an individual
journey and can include a variety of practices that address
all aspects of ourselves.

fulfilled. Your self-care plan should include activities and
tasks that address each of these areas.
3) Write a plan
Writing a self-care plan can assist you in realising your
goals. Your plan should include your individual self-care
activities and goals, time frames and frequency. View your
self-care plan as a contract with yourself. Make sure your
plan is realistic, achievable and balanced.

We live in such a fast paced society. Stress is, for many people, a constant companion and while some forms of stress
can be perceived as positive, prolonged negative stress can
have a severe impact on our mental, physical and social
wellbeing. As such, adequate attention to self-care is paramount in maintaining life balance, health and wellbeing.

4) Establish boundaries
Life comes with many stress factors some of which you may
be able to eliminate. However, some stress factors cannot
be eliminated. Unavoidable stressors need to be managed
to reduce the impact of the stress response on your wellbeing. Healthy and realistic boundaries will support you in
creating a greater balance in your life. Just remember that
it is ok to say no!

Self-care is quite a broad term that includes anything you
do that supports and maintains physical, mental and/or
emotional well-being. It is really a preventative measure
against the sometimes serious consequences of stress.

5) Join others

The following tips may assist you in creating balance
and enhancing your physical and emotional well-being.

Sometimes all we need is a little motivation and inspiration.
You can involve your family and friends in your self-care
plan. Maybe join a class at the gym, do yoga, meditation
& mindfulness or join a local community group or club. Our
beautiful community is filled with lots of opportunities to
connect with others who share similar interests and values.
This is also an opportunity to learn a new skill as part of
your plan.

1) Find what works
Self-care is a very individual experience and what works for
some might not work for others. Some people love going
to the gym as part of their self-care routine. Others may
prefer to do a calm walk in the forest or read a book. Some
might like to be social as part of their self-care whilst others
enjoy time by themselves in solitude. Your self-care is about
you and addressing your individual needs so include activities that work for you and that you enjoy.

6) Self-Care is non-negotiable
This is probably the most important point I like to share
with you. Not engaging into self-care can easily lead to
high levels of stress and ultimately burn-out, along with serious physical and mental health consequences. Self-care
practices are a wonderful preventative measure to keep
you focused and balanced even when life gets busy and
stressful. Make time to care for yourself be your priority.
Make self-care non-negotiable.

NON-TUTORED

ING LIFE DRAWING
2) Create balance

We all have physical, emotional, spiritual and social needs
that once addressed help us feel more balanced and

NON-TUTORED

LIFE DRAWING

7) Share and inspire
Sometimes we need help from others in order to look after ourselves. This might include a talk with your partner, a
friend, family member, neighbour or colleague who is able to
support you. You might be surprised as taking care of yourself might also inspire others to better attend to their needs!
CARINA HILLMAN

CASUAL – WEEKLY
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everyone is made to feel welcome
and can be given guidance by more
experienced fellow students.
A variety of models are used
throughout the term.

WHEN:

Tuesdays 10am–12pm

LOCATION:

EAS Studio,
Cnr Church & Anne Sts

COST:

Members $12
Non-members $16

PROVIDED:
WHEN:
BRING:
LOCATION:

Carina Hillmann is the founder of Holistic Development &
Wellbeing, servicing the Dandenong Ranges and beyond.

CASUAL – WEEKLY

Life model, easels, boards,
tea, coffee, biscuits
Tuesdays 10am–12pm
Medium of choice, paper.
EAS
Studio,
(Paper
can be purchased
Cnr
Church
& Anne Sts
at small
cost)

COST:

Members $12

PROVIDED:

Life model, easels, boards,
tea, coffee, biscuits

JUST TURN
UP ON THE DAY
Non-members $16
FOR MORE INFO PHONE ANNE ON 0428 685 862

emeraldartssociety.com.au
Medium of choice, paper.

BRING:

(Paper can be purchased
at small cost)

JUST TURN UP ON THE DAY
FOR MORE INFO PHONE ANNE ON 0428 685 862
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PAVE IS YOUR HILLS FESTIVAL
After the last witch’s hat is stowed and the last twisty potato is eaten at the end of the fabulous Emerald FunFest,
the week-long PAVE Festival begins.
This arts festival is one of the largest in the country boasting over 40 individual events, held across a whole week of
April. The festival attracts artists from across the country
and overseas. Participants come along not only from the
hills region but right across Melbourne, as well as tourists
to Victoria and Australia. Creativity is the key in this festival
with edgy first time shows, popular returning events, fun
activities for kids, thought provoking exhibitions and educational opportunities for all ages.

April 7-14th
www.pave.org.au

The aims of the festival are not only to put on a great show
for locals and visitors to the town but to provide a platform
for emerging and experienced artists to showcase their
work. It also provides community groups with fundraising
opportunities. More importantly the festival increases community resilience by building connections and relationships
between individuals and groups within the community to
manage a large complex event, sharing skills and building
trust between groups. Many research studies have concluded that community events underpin local relationships
and that social networks are more important than bottled
water and batteries when adversity strikes.

Artwork for the 2019 PAVE festival created by Raquel Carter

It is important that the hills business community and the
public pitch in and support the festivals. Many already do
and others are coming on board. This is a sure way to make
PAVE and FunFest a true community event that continues to
bring thousands of people into the Dandenongs to eat, drink,
shop, admire and return. At the same time, businesses and
groups reap the benefits of having their oganisation exposed
to some of the largest audiences gathered in Emerald all year.
There are many small and large sponsorship opportunities
available and the festival committees are happy to work
with business groups and individuals to find something
mutually beneficial. What is needed are funds to pay artists, print programs, advertising, venue hire and other costs.
A single event can be sponsored or a contribution made to
the overall running costs. Donations of support like venue
space, promotion, hosting an event, postage and distribution costs, printing paper, trade materials and labour or
other volunteer support are hugely appreciated.

While the festival originated at the Emerald Community
House, which still plays a vital role in auspicing, supporting
and is a major funder of the festival, it has become a whole
of community event with the participation of hundreds of
artists and contributors.
The PAVE Festival, like FunFest, punches way above its
weight with what it produces and hosts. It is run by only a
handful of volunteers who spend much of their ‘spare time’
in between paid jobs, family commitments and the trials
of life, generating artist participation, producing a program
and coordinating events that give the impression of a laid
back, welcoming and care free week of inspirational talent
and surprising activities.

Imagine having a pull-up banner displayed at one of the
events, a logo on the program and website and callouts
to a large social media audience or by the MC during the
event? Of course, sponsors will have free tickets to the
event so there will be a sense of pride sitting in the audience. The appreciative crowd will recognise businesses as
contributors to the festival and this in turn should lead to
more support for businesses.

PAVE and FunFest involve almost a whole year of planning
and continuous work between community members to bring
it to fruition. There are two separate community committees
who do all the legwork under the auspice of the Emerald
Community House. If you’re not really into ‘the arts’, why not
let PAVE redefine your understanding of art? The PAVE program is made up of all sorts of events from music and theatre to learning a new skill, flying a kite or just relaxing with a
wine at The Hive pop-up bar.

The promotions team will work to create maximum exposure for products or services in a way that aligns with business goals. Contact info@pave.org.au or info@funfest.org.
au to express interest and start the conversation.
NON BLAIR

Many people assume that the festivals are either run by
or financially supported by the local council. The truth is,
council and other government funds have been diminishing
for several years and most of the money raised to run the
festivals comes from community fundraising by the same
volunteers that run the festivals! Grants are applied for but
they are rarely successful due to the large demand and limited funds that all levels of government allocate to the arts,
compared to sport and other areas.

PAVE Festival Coordinator
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Emerald Tennis Club is offering opportunities to come
down to the club during February to experience the following events:
Sundays February 3rd and 10th at 9am
Families can come and meet the coach and take part in a
coaching clinic. Free use of courts, balls and racquets, all in
a welcoming and inclusive atmosphere.
Sunday February 17th and 24th at 9am
Come along and enjoy adult social tennis, free use of
courts, balls and racquets. Morning tea will be provided.
To protect the surface of our en-tout-cas (red clay) courts
we ask that you wear appropriate shoes. This means shoes
with a herringbone pattern sole. If you are unsure whether
your shoes will be acceptable please contact us for advice.

Keira Edwards with tennis pro Daria Gavrilova at Emerald Tennis club

TENNIS ANYONE?

Come and enjoy tennis in a beautiful, peaceful environment
located at the rear of Emerald Recreation Reserve.
Please register your details through the Melbourne Tennis
Month website at www.melbournetennismonth.com

Emerald Tennis Club is participating in Melbourne Tennis
Month in February. This event is supported by and promoted through Tennis Victoria during the Australian Open. The
event is also promoted by Cardinia Council, radio station
3MDR and our local newspaper.

For further information about events at Emerald Tennis
Club contact Andrea – amacdonald50@gmail.com
ANDREA MACDONALD

Emerald Tennis Club President

HERITAGE

EDWARD VIVIAN ‘VANCE’ PALMER
(1885-1959)

Along with his wife and daughters he became closely involved
with the Spanish Republican
cause prior to the outbreak of
World War Two. After the war
Palmer returned to writing fiction
and wrote some of his finest stories. Golconda (1948) was the first
of a trilogy broadly inspired by the
life of Queensland politician E. G.
Theodore. Seedtime and The Big
Fellow followed in 1957 and 1959.

Vance Palmer lived in Emerald in Rose Charman’s cottage
with his wife, Nettie, and two daughters Aileen and Helen
from 1919 to 1925. His novel Daybreak (1932) recounted the
Great Strike at the nearby Nobelius Nursery.
Between 1910-15 he spent time in England and France and
briefly visited the United States and Mexico in 1912/13. He
wrote prolifically churning out short stories, serials, musichall sketches and poems. He married Nettie in London and
was honeymooning in France when war was declared. His
first volumes of stories and sketches, The World of Men, and
verse, Forerunners, were published in London in 1915.

His stories were predominantly rural, evoking the co-existence of man with place and nature. They were very much of
the Lawson tradition but possessed a more sophisticated
urban style.

On his return to Melbourne he wrote for the Bulletin. His
political outlook was increasingly defined by the labour
movement. He developed an internationalist but antiImperialist perspective and produced a series of articles
for the (Brisbane) Worker, ‘Towards industrial democracy’.
He actively campaigned against conscription in 1916/17.
Palmer enlisted in the Australian Imperial Force in response
to the war crisis of March 1918 but did not arrive in France
until three days after the armistice.

Vance and Nettie were dedicated to the promotion of a
national literature and emerged as leaders of a profession
only beginning to recognize itself. They were bona fide intellectuals who extended advice and hospitality to countless aspiring authors.
Vance died suddenly at home in Kew, Victoria on July 15th
1959.
Other works included: A Happy Family (1915), The Black
Horse and other plays (1924), Telling Mrs Baker (1924), Hail
Tomorrow (1947) and Christine: A Comedy in Four
Acts (1930), Sea and Spinifex (1934), Ancestors (1937), The
Seahawk: A Radio Play (1939), Meadowsweet (1945), Louis
Esson and the Australian Theatre (1948), Let the Birds Fly (1955)
and Prisoner’s Country (1959).

His best-known poem, ‘The farmer remembers the Somme’ was
published in his volume of verse, The Camp in 1920. He wrote
prolifically for the diggers’ magazine, Aussie between 1920-23.
His book Men are Human (1929) and The Passage (1930)
won third and first prizes in the Bulletin novel competition
and marked his arrival as a novelist of note.

DALE BLAIR
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158 DAVID HILL ROAD, MONBULK
FOR SALE
INSPECT

5

2

3

1

Saturday 1st December at 12:30pm

Denise McKay

By appointment or as advertised

An Unfinished Symphony - Entertainment Haven
• Lots of living space
• Indoor spa and sauna
• 12 x 4.5m salt water pool
• Triple garage/ workshop
• Massive merbau double level deck • 2 x Offices

03 5968 3933

3A Kilvington Drive, Emerald

• Technology aplenty for automation and convenience
• Excellent heating and cooling

stockdaleleggo.com.au/yarraranges
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LITTLE SECRETS IN THE HILLS

For Coffee
Incy Wincy, Emerald
Zest Café, Emerald

We’ll tell you ours if you tell us yours...

Fairbridge Coffee & Medita
Chocolates, Cockatoo

In 2018 Melbourne suburbs fell somewhere between 6%
and 9% depending on the data source. Australia’s combined capital city median house price is 5% below its 2017
peak. Here in the hills we felt a softening of the market
but all of our key suburbs recorded continued substantial
growth to the median house price.

Spencers Store, Gembrook
For Relaxing
Clematis Community Book Exchange @ the Clematis Bus Stop
Reading in the hammocks @ Old Olinda Golf Course

Emerald = 11.5% Cockatoo = 7.5% Gembrook = 11.3%
Belgrave = 10.1%

For Activities

So, what’s our secret?

Berry picking @ Fielderberry Farm

We are not as prone to the extreme highs and lows being
somewhat insulated from the market forces by having comparatively low stock levels. We will always be an escape from
the urban sprawl yet just a 60 minute drive to the CBD.

DIY @ Hills She Shed or The Men’s Shed
For Eating
Forest Edge Restaurant, Gembrook
The Independent, Gembrook

We have so many little secrets that lure new buyers to our
area. Here’s a list of some of my favourites in the hills. We’d
love to hear about your favourite places, things to do or
obscure local curiosities. Please feel free to tell us by visiting
our Facebook page KCREinthehills.

Bam Bams, Avonsleigh
For Nature
Mountain Road, Cockatoo to Gembrook
Wrights Forest, Emerald to Cockatoo

KATIE WOODS

Ship Rock Falls, Gembrook

Sales Manager – Kaye Charles Real Estate (Emerald)
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5 Marks Lane
Emerald

5 Bower Court
Emerald

SOLD for $875,000 after:
Open for Inspections: 1

FOR SALE

Groups through: 8
Come and strengthen your connection with nature in this
eco-house nestled in a sublime setting amongst the eucalyptus, native hazels & banksia trees. Your dream home awaits...

The deal was sealed on this sweet Emerald property in just
8 days. The Hills’ are buzzin’ with urbanites looking for their
hive. What a glorious place to be alive! #grateful

Contact Katie Woods on 0428 744 498 for more information or a private tour.
Kaye Charles Real Estate – 12a Kilvington Drive, Emerald
ARTS & CULTURE

RESONATING ON STAGE
“So how can you tell me that you’re lonely and say for
you that the sun don’t shine?”- So go the words of Ralph
McTell’s classic song ‘Streets of London’. Suzette Herft together with Kathryn Clements and Pia Hernandez are singing harmonies and I can make out a few voices from the
audience, singing along. It’s a ﬁne evening of music-making
at Lentil As Anything in Thornbury.
The verses tell their sad lonely stories and in between they
are interspersed with lush, beautiful harmonies created by
the four voices on stage. It’s moments like this that musicians cherish. To have people really listening and to be creating something that reverberates in and between those in
the room is special.
I love playing music that has stood the test of time and has
a story to tell. Songs like ‘Streets of London’ stand among
my favourites. It’s got so many things going for it! It has
artful and detailed observations, empathy, imagination, a
great melody and an outstanding chorus. Ralph McTell was
inspired by his experiences busking and travelling in Paris
but chose to refer to London in his ballad. It is more than
just about the neglected, the lonely and the poor. It’s about
putting one’s own difficulties into a wider context. The song
is a reﬂection and interpretation of McTell’s experiences,
condensed into a ballad that is as relevant now as when it
was ﬁrst released 50 years ago in 1969.

It should then be no surprise that a lot of folk songs, old
hymns and songs that have lasted 50 years or more have
structures which follow patterns which make them easier
to remember, play and sing. In the simplicity they present
they also hold a complexity which allows those taking part
to harmonise, modify and improvise. That is exactly what
happened during our unrehearsed performance and I must
admit, I loved it.

When it comes to singing, there is nothing like a good chorus. For memorable songs that people can sing along to, it’s
useful to have a chorus that is repeated throughout a song.
Many modern songs avoid this and instead use choruses
that change throughout the song. Sometimes writers avoid
a chorus altogether and instead have a series of verses with
a bridge or similar structure. The point sometimes pursued
in those instances is to create an interesting arrangement
by avoiding predictable patterns. There is nothing wrong
with that of course, but if there is one thing I’ve learnt when
it comes to jam and singing sessions is that some degree
of predictability can be a good thing. It means that people
can join in because the pattern is ‘user-friendly’.

Metaphorically 50 years later, Ralph McTell is still taking people by the hand and pointing them to the sights and sounds
of a neglected minority. His musings on how we treat the
marginalised still echo and resonate each time his song is
sung. To sing ‘Streets of London’ in the company of some ﬁne
story tellers on stage and in a restaurant that welcomes the
marginalised was so apt. Well done Ralph McTell for creating a musical piece which carries a legacy worth passing on.
Thank you Suzette, Kathryn and Pia for singing it with me,
the song is as fresh and relevant now as it ever was.
JOSE GARCIA
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FEELS LIKE HOME

Life on the islands can be both nurturing and harsh but
for some this pristine, windswept, isolated and sometimes
unforgiving environment feels just like home. I spoke to
many local residents during my stay. I met retired racing
car drivers, musicians, aviators, winemakers, aboriginal elders, graphic designers and business people. Some were
new residents and some were native to the island.

When I first moved to the Dandenong Ranges in 1999 I
used to say I’d been abducted by aliens, waking up to find
that I had signed a contract to buy a little shack on a steep
slope in Belgrave. I had come from the inner city. I knew no
one in the hills. I just knew that I wanted to live somewhere
beautiful. I used to joke that it was a choice between buying a toilet block in St Kilda or a whole house in Belgrave.
Well, that toilet block might be worth quite a bit by now
but I don’t regret a thing because when I awoke from my
alien abduction I found myself in a truly beautiful part of
the world and as I was to discover over the next 20 years,
surrounded by some wonderfully interesting, creative and
friendly people. What was most strange was the feeling I
had from the moment I moved to the hills - it felt like home.

Each person had their own story of how they came to be
there. Fisherman, artists, hermits and holiday makers are also
among some who have found a place that feels like home
on Flinders Island. Some, like David Dixon, musician and entrepreneur, bought land or houses decades before but now
choose to call the island their permanent home. It seems the
place calls to people and gets under their skin. I felt it too.
For some it was love at first sight. Characters like Matt
Dillon who, after spending time on the island visiting with
friends some 30 years ago, left his life as a bank manager in
Melbourne to start a new career as a vintner; growing grapes
and making wine at the award winning Butterfactory Winery
near Whitemark alongside good mate Jim Murphy, winemaker and ukulele luthier. Music is a big part of island life with the
Butter factory playing host to plenty of jam sessions popular
with many local musicians like Ronnie and Dyan Summers.
Regulars to these music afternoons come together periodically to form an impromptu band often performing their own
style of island music rooted in the local culture.

On a recent holiday to Flinders Island I got to thinking about
what it means to different people for a place to feel like
home. Everyone I encountered on that remote island had a
different story but each with the same ending. They had all
in their way and for their own reasons, fallen in love with this
isolated, sparsely populated place. Situated at the eastern
end of Bass Strait between Victoria and Tasmania, Flinders
Island is the largest of a group of approximately 100 islands
known as the Furneaux Group. Buffeted by strong westerly
and south westerly winds during the colder months, the islands of Bass Strait are a wild and untamed part of Australia
that boast beautiful rugged mountains and coastlines that
are surrounded by a crystal clear turquoise sea in summer
and a roiling dramatic shipwrecking ocean in winter.

Like Matt Dillon, many who call the island home are really
only part-timers. They might spend months at a time on
the island but have homes and sometimes wives in cities
where they spend the winter months. Much like the salty
old sea dogs of the past they live two separate lives.
By contrast there are many families who were born and bred
on the island. One such family are the Walkers who have lived
on Flinders since the 1840s, descended from the early sealers and fisherman who came for the abundance of crays and
seals that frequent these waters. Leedham Walker, grandfather to many young Walker’s, proudly points out a large black
and white photo in which his dad, as a child, poses on horseback in front of the family’s first general store. The photo takes
pride of place in the entry to the island’s only supermarket
which is the current iteration of the family business.
Many long-time residents are the descendants of the
Tasmanian aboriginal women who had been kidnapped by

Killiecrankie, Flinders Island

David Dixon checks cray pots near Gossys Reef

Photo: Naomi Creek
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Jim Murphy (Murph) and Matt Dillon of the Butterfactory Winery
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that there is an unusually high proportion of people who
have at some point lived in the Dandenong Ranges.

white sealers and made into wives. Others were descendants of Tasmanian aborigines who were forcibly moved to
a settlement at Wybalenna near Whitemark following ‘The
Black War’, a period of violent conflict between British colonists and the local Tasmanian aborigines that took place
from the mid 1820s to 1832.

Perhaps the same forces are at work for those of us who
have chosen the hills as our home as for those who have
chosen a rugged windswept life on Flinders Island. What is it
that makes a place feel like home? Is it looking out our windows and seeing beauty all around? Is it being immersed in
a community of like-minded souls or being left alone to live
a reclusive life of quiet contemplation? Perhaps we feel inspired by the immensity of nature, whether by great mountain ash or craggy, boulder strewn coastlines. Is it finding
a place of peace and comfort that allows our creativity to
flourish or being a part of a place that we feel deeply connected to, and immensely proud of? What is it that makes
your place feel like home? It is something unique to each of
us and yet strangely similar. No matter where that place
may be – I hope that your place feels like home.

I spoke to Vicki Greene from the Flinders Island Aboriginal
Association Inc. who is descended from Mannalargenna,
an elder of the Plangermaireener nation in north-east
Tasmania, one of the many who were forcibly moved to
Flinders Island in 1835. Mannalargenna, along with many
others, died at Wybalenna in 1835. Vicki says that cultural
heritage is an important part of a person’s identity. Despite
leaving the island at the age of 18, she has returned in recent years to her roots, reconnecting with her aboriginal
heritage and working to preserve the stories and cultural
traditions of her people. Vicki says that practising cultural
traditions is an important way of connecting to the past
and her own sense of identity as an aboriginal woman.

MEREDITH COLE

In researching this story I came across several people who
had at some point lived in the Dandenong Ranges. It seemed
serendipitous that Daryl, who runs the Palana Retreat just
across the road from where I was staying, used to live in
Emerald! I was also told that another local Palana character had previously lived in Tecoma. Still another passing
acquaintance of my visit told me that they also reside part
time in Montrose. It seems in a place so sparsely populated

Dyan Summers and her apprentice spoons player, Dougie Mansell, Ronnie
Summers, David Dixon (double bass) at the Butterfactory jam session

Vicki Greene of the Flinders Island Aboriginal Association Inc.

Leedham Walker and granddaughter outside their IGA store

Trousers Point, Flinders Island
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NEW VOICES IN PUBLISHING

it is probably harder for a new book to establish a quick
readership if from an unestablished author, yet online promotion is possible on social media and other media platforms once a book is published.

Publishing and journalism are huge areas to analyse. It is
fair to say that the digital revolution has had a massive effect and the debate over the role of the internet continues.

E- Books were lauded as a new way of reaching readers but after rising steadily between 2012 and 2015 to just over 12% internationally and (10%) in Australia, their sales have been falling.
This decline suggests perhaps that readers and writers want
the tactile object. Put it this way - I have never met an author
who doesn’t want to see a printed version of their work! Maybe
the printed book in its present form will survive because it combines timelessness, it can be topical and is tactile.

On one hand it has created and disseminated new voices,
and on the other, there is evidence that it has contributed
to the destabilisation of democracies, disseminated fake
news and data surveillance. An argument could be made
that visibility on the net has homogenised much of our
news (into sensational categories) and led to a cultural
landscape that is less reflective and nuanced.

Non-fiction, in all its various forms, is the mainstay of book
publishing whilst fiction and particularly ‘literary’ fiction
has always been vulnerable prior to the digital onslaught.
Aside from publishing that purports to have a relationship
with commerce and profit, there have of course been marginal areas such as academic publishing and local publishing (histories for example or local newsletters) that operate
on the level of use rather than exchange value or intrinsic
value in the community rather than in the marketplace.

My comments are centred on Australia but there are similarities to other countries. Economically, several strands stand
out including the partial demise of printed newspapers, yet
there is evidence that some may be returning, particularly in
the United States. During 2012 newspapers and magazines
were badly wounded by the rush to go online. Newspapers
were slow in establishing subscription pay walls and their online subscriptions were low until recently in Australia. Blogs
started to predominate yet for every successful one, there
are a host of obscure blogs. Online news platforms have predominated as they provide instant updates.

My remarks are aimed in the direction of ‘literary’ publishing
and I am concerned with the economics of publishing as
it largely determines what we see and read. But I need to
say at the outset that within a neo-capitalist economy like
Australia, cultural discussions and therefore publishing issues are read within the individualistic rubric of neo-liberalism. In other words, us and them, you or me and how do we
achieve maximum exposure. Such sentiments have spread
into the universities but writers are not collective thinkers
therefore they can be easily marginalised.

Of the printed book, dire warnings were made, some of
which were true in terms of overall sales figures and the closure of many bookshops. The traditional publishing landscape has been beset by deep contradictions. For example,
Proudly presented by
the Emerald Arts Society
and Cardinia Shire

From an economic history standpoint 2012 certainly took its
toll on printed magazines, due to their periodic nature, unlike
books. Sales of all types of mags declined by 40% in the space
of months, exacerbated by increasing amounts of free material that was posted on the net. The onslaught was frightening,
particularly if you published a magazine that wasn’t highly
subsidised by the Australia Council, such as Meanjin, Overland
and the Griffith Review. This happened to my magazine, Wet
Ink, towards the end of 2012. Nevertheless, literary magazines
have usually been ahead of the curve by publishing unknown
authors, anticipating trends and being brave.

$1000

FIRST PRIZE

donated by
the Dudley Family

Publishing in whatever its guise, is a mix of aesthetic and
commercial decisions and the literary magazine is usually
the most idealistic example. Writers in the west and elsewhere have always created their own means of production
(mostly inefficient) at certain points in history and literary
magazines are the best example. But they have always been
vulnerable in a small market (particularly in Australia) but
more so in an environment where print subscriptions have
been falling. Libraries in fact are not buying many magazines and postage has become even more of an impost.

Entries close
1st July 2019

John Dudley

The literary magazine has always been basically sub-economic unless subsidised. Recent changes to publishing
have made literary magazines in hard copy form even less
financially viable. For more information on this topic see my
book ‘Tilting at Windmills’ the literary magazine in Australia
1968-2012. Granted, digital variations have sprung up in the

THE

PORTRAIT PRIZE
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currently take. As to whether our current ‘quicker’ publishing environment is resulting in pacier fiction is a fascinating
question which deserves detailed study.

form of online alternatives to hard copy, and in pure digital
alternatives that have theoretically overcome the problem
of distribution. On the available evidence it appears that it
is very difficult to create a viable business model for the latter category. Yet digital spin offs such as the Sydney Review
of Books are very useful but it relies on funding from the
Australia Council as it has no subscription option.

As for printed newspapers and their ability to fund detailed
and investigative journalism, the picture remains too opaque
to judge, but I note that subscriptions to the New York Times
have soared since Donald Trump’s election for example, which
could be another way of explaining how it is that people/writers and readers aren’t merely pawns in technological change.

A case in point of the difficulty of financing digital magazines is the closure of the online Review of Australian
Fiction last year. It is true that most magazines, whether
hard copy or digital find it hard to survive, for the reasons
I have mentioned, and also because sustainability is hard
to maintain as they are reliant on largely unpaid voluntary
labour. I make this point because editors should be paid
and contributing writers
the same. Broadly, literary
magazines have been understaffed and continually
reliant on grants and state
support so questions remain
as to the ongoing viability
and artistic integrity of literary publishing in Australia.

Australia has had the advantage of some bipartisan state
support for the arts. In this case ‘literature’ has had a relatively
mixed economy since World War Two but the past two decades have given rise to the ascendancy of market aesthetics.
Concurrently or paradoxically though, Australian literature has
diversified to reflect a multicultural country with indigenous
and women’s writing achieving some importance in terms of
publication but its largely been within a neo-liberal framework. In other words, it has occurred in a bourgeois framework
within a neurotic awareness of patronage, made possible by
adherence to our main cultural myth - that Australia is a classless society, which is a very canny, unexamined paradigm.

I COULD ALSO
ARGUE THAT
MOVING SLOWLY
IS THE MOST
RADICAL
GESTURE ONE CAN
CURRENTLY TAKE.

My concern in regards to writers’ centres is that there needs
to be, and there are, new voices outside the universities and
other designated creative spaces who write from class positions - perhaps even from what is left of the working class.
Australia should not become overly polite, as that will leave
it to the new right to be forthright. Soft neo-liberalism is
not a defence against right wing populism. Unfortunately
those who write are all too often people who can afford it.

If we want to have a thriving
magazine culture it is clear
that more Australia Council
money needs to be diverted
into that area. Writers’ festivals and writers’ centres have
become a funding priority even as their usefulness is questioned. We know that writers' festivals are becoming problematic as open debating sites but that is a discussion for another place. The Australia council could save approximately
$800,000 per annum by dropping subsidies to the centres
as they operate failed, paternalistic operational models.

PHILLIP EDMUNDS

Phillip Edmonds has taught Australian literature & creative
writing for over twenty years. His most recent experience as a
publisher has been producing ‘Wet ink,’ the magazine of ‘new
writing’ from 2005 to 2012. He has published three collections
of short fiction, including The Soapbox.

This money should go to magazines and small book publishers to encourage new writers as the situation is serious
due to a logjam that has developed partly as a result of
Creative Writing courses in the universities. The magazines could, in particular, employ new staff to handle the
rising submissions and be able to promote themselves
more widely. New writers need and want publication rather
than the facility of attending over-priced workshops. They
are tax payers after all! Some of that money could also go
to provide more grants for new writers as serious writers
shouldn’t only desire to teach Creative Writing.

DANDENONG RANGES

Pilates

Back/neck pain
Sports injuries
Headaches
Overuse injuries

The traditional slow paced format of the printed book has
not died out despite all of the above – it always seems to
survive despite a climate of militant neglect. Small presses,
some miniscule, some desirous of breaking into the larger
market spring up, or have sprung up, as books are unreliable commodities (the most contradictory of product which,
both resists and attracts commodification). Rather, the
landscape is changing and partially adapting. In any case,
that which is slow paced (i.e. poetry) is bravely antithetical
to our media age of bastardized celebrity.

Orthotics

Remedial Massage

Sprains/strains
Falls & balance
Post-surgical rehab
Women’s health

www.drphysio.com.au
9751 0400
- Opposite
Mt Dandenong
Hotel
OLINDA
- 9751
0400 - Opposite
Mt Dandenong
Hotel www.drphysio.com.au

A-VIEW GLASS
Window Glass Repairs 24/7
Mirrors, Pet Doors, Cut to size

The book and the literary journal (despite the evidence that
it is indeed in a terminal state) are even more necessary
as contemplative spaces than ever before. I could also argue that moving slowly is the most radical gesture one can

5968 5690

www.aviewglass.com.au
Accredited Glazier V1132
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Series continued from January edition

GREENBRIER CROSSING

After a winter in such a wonderful place as St Augustine,
Florida, I was firmly decided that this would be my home.
With its balmy winter breezes, grand homes and friendly
people, St Augustine had everything that was to make a
paradise on earth.
But all good things usually come to an end and so with
Spring 1916 under way people began going back north
just like the birds - they had enough of the sunny south.
The good times, all the traffic and the trains were heading northward. People just wanted to get back home - not
only the wealthy but the run of the mill types too. It wasn’t
long before the bug soon hit me and just like the wandering
goose I wanted to fly north for no reason at all.
I quit my job at the hardware store and bought a ticket for
as far north as my money would take me which was only
Birmingham, Alabama. This was early April when it should
be spring everywhere in the south, but not so Birmingham,
Alabama. For this particular spring, when I stepped off the
train that sunny morn, the snow was 4 inches deep with me
in my white buckskin shoes, Palm Beach Florida suit, straw
hat and two dollars and fifty cents in my pocket.

civilian clothes and had to accept his offer as there was no
second bids coming our way.
We were marched off to the company barber and given a
G.I. haircut. We could have our hair cut any way we wanted
as long as it was not over 1 inch long. I really felt sorry for
one of my buddies from Birmingham who had a wonderful
head of hair. He told the barber just how he wanted his hair
cut. The barber listened to him with eyes fixed and then
proceeded to give him the works which was damn near a
sheep clip and just a little bit left on the front top. Uncle
Sam was paying for that haircut and he was determined to
have his way all for the tall sum of 25 cents.

After two days of trying in vain to locate a job that would fit
my clothes, I tried to join the Marines but after a preliminary
examination of my eyes (I had been wearing glasses for a
few years), I was turned down. I immediately went out and
threw my glasses into a waste basket and went up to the
Army recruitment office and offered my services which were
readily accepted. Seemed that the Army was a lot less picky
for their recruits. “Boy, this is great,” I thought. Soon I will have
some warm clothes and maybe a good feed as this was all
that was important to me, short sighted as I was at the time.
Most of us recruits had that same kind of thinking.

It was time for chow in the big mess hall and the food was
not too bad with plenty of a kind of meat stew, called ‘Slum
in the Army’, some bread and bread pudding made from
loaves left over from prior days. At last we reported to the
barracks for assignment to our squad room and bunks. At
9pm we all had to be in our bunks and asleep which was no
trouble at all as we were plum tired out. Then, after what
seemed to be so short a time, the bugle blew for what we
soon learned was first call, all out, line up and roll call. Then
back in to clean up the barracks room, make our bunks,
wash our teeth, shave and get ready for breakfast. Army
life had really begun, I thought.

I was bundled off to Columbus, Ohio, still wearing my white
buckskin shoes, Palm Beach Florida suit, straw hat and a bit
less in my pocket. When we landed in Columbus, the snow was
8 inches deep and it was blowing a gale, so in my present outfit I needed to be ready for anything on offer. Little did I know
what was in store for me or I would have wired for some money
to come home on. Once before I had wrote my Dad - who was
a realist - that I was living high on the hog but would like to
have some money to come home. He wired back, “We are out
of meat here so ride that hog home”. I decided to stick it out.

After breakfast, we were paraded up and down the drill
field for hours of close order drill in the mornings without
arms and in the PM with rifles and bayonets. Our squad
leader, Corporal Porter, was an old timer and a good man
who would give us instructions each day under a shade
tree. “Men, you are in the army now, and you had just as
well make the best of it as you are not going to get out until
your enlistment is up - at least honourably.”

We were met at the Columbus train station with a horse
drawn wagon which transferred us to the Columbus Barracks,
the starting place for all recruits. First we were served up
what I would not say was a good meal and then taken to
the receiving barracks where we were to be outfitted with
our army clothes which consisted of two of everything.

At the time I joined the army we were almost at war with Pancho
Villa in Mexico and I had visions of myself riding a big white
horse, trailing Villa thru Mexico. I would be a great war hero on a
cavalry horse! This was my idea of war. Little did I know.

By this time I was so glad to get into that heavy woollen
underwear and woollen uniform – a bit scratchy but a sight
warmer for my current situation. We were then introduced
to the ‘second hand man’. I had my good Florida suit, shoes
and straw hat in a neat pile and received the big sum of
$2.25. We were told that we were not allowed to keep any

BILL CORKREAN

Bill Corkrean, born in 1897 is the father of a local hills resident.
Running as a serial, Greenbrier Crossing is based on his memoirs.
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GOLD! GOLD! GOLD!

“You sway as waves upon
the sea. Can you read
the land like me? Sing the

“Halt! Who goes there?”

songs that form country?”

the golden wattle cries
For all along bush gullies spills

- daffodils waft cloying fragrance aloft-

a host of golden daffodils
“Fair go!”, the golden wattle chides.
Trumpeting its approach, the

“Narcissi, you say? ‘Talk about

company marches with intent,

gilding the bush lily. C’mon!

as an advancing regiment.

Interlopers can scarce give themselves airs.
How got your mob here?”

“I’m an elder of the bush”
the golden wattle says

- daffodils nid-nod -

“So, you see, some deference is due
What’s with your mob? And that

“Again you bob, like ships

absurd get-out? Why the corona?”

at sea. Evidently yours is
some nation maritime; not wedded

- daffodils turn ferruled faces heavenward -

to the land, as mine.”

“C’mon”, the golden wattle scoffs

A cascade of blossom falls

“spare me that guff about tenure
- daffodils look coyly earthwards -

won for King & country likely as not you’re just another

The golden wattle softly speaks -

mob of misplaced gubbas’ gammon us

“New chums. Listen-up. House-rules apply.

with claims for terra-nullius “

Reflect on our times. Put your plunder

“As for those megaphones

of our fair land aside. Let’s abide

I’m not deaf y’know. Or blind.

as one beneath my golden canopy.

What’s the story with your kind?”

Ponder protocols for meet and greet
& own

- daffodils nid-nod -

to spent blossom

“I’m unaware of your moiety

s-c-a-t-t-e-r-e-d

Were you born to the bush like me?
There you in profusion stand,

at your feet.”

on stems so slender,

JOHN SHEILLS

spread in sedentary splendor.

CREATIVE SUBMISSIONS ENCOURAGED
FOR POETS & WRITERS IN THE HILLS TO
HAVE THEIR WORK PUBLISHED

I doubt you’re cut-out for walkabout”
- daffodils waver in the breeze -

General Property / Site Clean ups
Driveways Graded & Retopped
Gravel and Mulch spread
Post Hole Digging
Retaining Walls
Excavation
Trenching

Bobcat & 1.7t Excavator

EMERALD
T R AC TO R
T R AC TO R
SERVICES

Christian Studham

0431 151 787
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Light / Flag Pole Installation
Augering to 3m deep
Tight Access 1m wide
General Chainsawing
24hr Animal Burial
Shed Cuts
Drains

EMERALD
T R AC TO R
T R AC TO R
SERVICES
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CONCERTS GALLERIES SPORT CULTURE EVENTS THEATRE
BELGRAVE BIG DREAMS MARKET
First Sunday of Every Month (except Jan)
St Thomas More Pimary School
Reynolds Lane, Belgrave
Time: 9am - 2pm
Info: www.belgravebigdreamsmarket.com
BELGRAVE SOUTH COMMUNITY MARKET
First Sunday of Every Month (except Sept)
Gilmore Court, Belgrave South
Time: 10.30am - 3.30pm
Info: market@bsch.org.au
COCKATOO COUNTRY MARKET
First Saturday of Every Month (except Jan)
Alma Treloar Reserve, 77 Pakenham Road, Cockatoo
Time: 8.30am - 1.30pm
Info: cockatoocountrymarket@outlook.com
EMERALD COMMUNITY MARKET
Third Sunday of Every Month
Main Street & Kilvington Drive, Emerald
Time: 9am-3pm
Info: 03 5968 3881 www.emeraldcommunity.market
EMERALD LIONS GROW IT BAKE IT MAKE IT
First Sunday of every month
Gemco Theatre, 19 Kilvington Drv, Emerald
Time: 10am-3pm
Info: www.facebook.com/GrowItBakeItMakeItMarket
GEMBROOK MARKET

Emerald – Sunday April 7th

How do you get involved?

Call Ben 0408 835 805 www.funfest.org.au
St Paul's Primary Country Fair
Saturday February 16th , 12 - 6pm,
59 Moores Rd, Monbulk
Pony Rides, Side Show, Carnival Games, Food Stalls,
Plant Stalls, Entertainment. Great family day out.
Community Clean Up Day
Sunday March 3rd, from 10am
St Georges Church Park, Monbulk
Event organised by Monbulk Sustainability & MADCOW.
'Extinction' by Hannie Rayson
Performances between March 8th-23rd
Gemco Theatre - Kilvington Drv, Emerald
A play about passion, ethics and what it means to live
with the shadow of death – our own and other species.

emeraldmessenger.com.au

Fourth Sunday of every month (except Dec)
Gembrook Community Centre
Time: 9am-2pm
Info: www.gembrookmarket.com.au
KALLISTA COMMUNITY MARKET
First Saturday of Every Month (except Jan)
2 Church Street, Kallista
Time: 9am - 1pm
Info: kallistamkt@gmail.com
MONBULK PRODUCE MARKET
Second Saturday of every month
Top End Main Street, Monbulk
Time: 8am-1pm
Info: Teresa monbulkmarket@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/monbulkproducemarket
UPPER FERNTREE GULLY MARKET
Every Saturday & Sunday of the Month
Upper Ferntree Gully Railway Carpark,
Burwood Hwy, Upper Ferntree Gully
Time: Saturday 8am-3pm Sunday 9am-3pm
Info: www.gullymarket.com

FREE

